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Thinking and Reasoning Skills



Credibility – Introduction

During knock-out stages of the 2006 Football World Cup in Germany a penalty was awarded to Italy in the final minute of their match against Australia. The penalty was scored and Italy won the match 1-0.


The penalty was awarded when the Italian player Fabio Grosso fell over under a challenge from the Australian defender Lucas Neill. The decision was much disputed and after the game a number of people were asked to give their view on the decision.

How far would you trust the comments of each of the following people about the decision? Against each source, enter what you would want to take into account when listening to their comments. 


		Source

		Who are they?

		How far would you trust their comments?



		Guus Hiddink

		The Australian manager during the 2006 World Cup 

		



		Fabio Grosso

		The Italian player who fell to the ground for the penalty to be awarded

		



		Gina Albinese

		An Italian supporter who went to the game and was sitting in the front row behind the goal at the end where the penalty was awarded

		



		John Motson

		The BBC football commentator reporting live on the match 

		



		Pierluigi Collina

		The retired Italian football referee who was the most respected referee in world football before his retirement

		



		Alan Hansen

		The former Liverpool and Scotland player who provides his comments on matches for the BBC
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 Thinking and Reasoning Skills



CREDIBILITY STARTER


Unscramble the tiles to reveal the message:
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Now see if you can remember the RAVEN mnemonic:
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Thinking and Reasoning Skills



Credibility


Mobile Mystery

On Saturday night, Amy and Esme went to Spangles nightclub. It was very busy and the girls stood by the bar. Whilst they were talking, Amy heard her mobile phone ringing. She opened her handbag and answered her phone. When she finished the call, she slipped her phone back into her bag. 

Amy and Esme spent the rest of the night drinking and dancing. Whilst they were dancing Esme noticed some of her work friends. She called them over and introduced them to Amy. The work friends stayed with the girls for a while. Amy noticed that one man in particular was standing very close to her. It made her feel uncomfortable so she made an effort to move.


After half an hour or so, the work friends left the girls dancing on their own. Two men approached the girls and one of the men was dancing with Amy for quite a long time. 

At 2 am, the club was closing so Amy and Esme headed outside. They stood in the street and Amy went to get her phone out of her bag, so that she could phone for a taxi. It was gone. She frantically searched for it, but it was definitely missing. She went back inside the club and asked a member of staff if anybody had handed it in. The phone had not been handed in. Amy immediately blamed Esme’s work friend. She recalled that he was standing rather close to her bag, and that she had her phone up until then. Esme defended her colleague and claimed that he would never steal something. Esme pointed out that it could’ve been the man who Amy had been dancing with. Amy refused to believe this. She had arranged a date with the man, and she was convinced that he wouldn’t have taken her phone if he thought he would see her again. 

Amy reported the missing phone to the police that night and they set about getting statements from people who were in the vicinity. Esme’s work colleague, Dave was actually training to be a special constable himself. He worked in the bank and, therefore, was given a position of responsibility. The man that Amy had been dancing with was called Wayne. He was actually from out of town, and was just visiting the area. He has no job and has a criminal record for driving without a licence.


Testimony of Amy           

“I know I put my phone in my handbag after I had answered it at the beginning of the night. When Esme waved her mates over, I thought that one of them looked a bit dodgy. He kept standing really close to me…the creep. I moved to the other side of the group. I never thought to check my bag after that. I wish I had done now. Could’ve made him give it me back there and then. Esme says there’s no way he would have done that…but you just can’t be too sure can you? If he can nick my mobile, then goodness only knows what he’s up to working in the bank…”


Testimony of Esme

“I can’t believe that she has accused Dave of taking her phone! He would never do that! I’ve worked with Dave at the bank for ages, he’s really reliable. And he’s training to be a policeman… What type of policeman nicks things?! I think that bloke she was chatting up might have something to do with it…He was definitely a rogue, covered in tattoos, skinhead, right dodgy character. That’s typical of Amy though, always attracts the bad lads. She won’t hear that it might have been him though. He’s promised to meet her one night this week, she better watch her purse! He probably thinks she’s an easy target.”


Testimony of Abi Jones, bar tender at Spangles nightclub

“It was really busy that night, but I do remember seeing the two girls dancing. The blonde one was really drunk by the end if the night. She never had an empty glass! It’s funny how much you notice from behind the bar, I guess it’s because I’m sober and they are all legless! But she was dancing around a lot. She was dancing with a man for a while, but most of the time she was just spinning around on her own. Her mate had sat down towards the end of the night; I don’t think she even noticed. I was clearing up the empty glasses when the blonde girl stormed back in… She was shouting that someone had nicked her phone. The red haired girl was quite calm and asked if anyone had handed it in. I checked the lost property bin for her, but there were no mobiles in there.”


Testimony of Alex Bryant, fellow reveller

“I was in Spangles that night with some friends. I remember the night really well because I was on antibiotics and couldn’t have a drink. I noticed that the blonde girl was dancing with her bag wide open. I thought about telling her, but she probably wouldn’t have cared. I wouldn’t be surprised if she lost the phone. She was falling over and spinning around, her bag was open, so it could have fallen out.”


Testimony of Simon Maddox, friend of Wayne Lawrence.

“We’d never been to that Spangles place before. It was alright. Wayne was chatting up some blonde woman and left me to talk to her friend. She was so moody! I kept trying to dance with her and have a good time, but she wasn’t interested. In the end I just thought ‘Whatever!’ and I walked off. She just sat poker-faced in a corner for the rest of the night. The next thing I know is the police are asking us loads of questions about the blonde woman and her mobile. Wayne would never have taken the phone…He fancied her rotten and she’d agreed to go on a date with him! I think that Esme must’ve stuck her oar in and accused him of taking it to spite us! We were having a good time and she was being a miserable mare…She was probably jealous.” 


1. Using RAVEN, assess each testimony, saying why it might not be credible and why it might be credible. Try to give at least one strength and one weakness per testimony.


2. Who is more credible – Amy or Esme? Give reasons and refer to the credibility of each in your answer. 

3. Which of the following points are corroborated (more than one source agrees)?


a) Esme was sitting down away from Amy for some of the time in the night club


b) Amy was dancing with her bag wide open


c) Amy has arranged a date with Wayne

4. For each of the following statements, say which person is most likely to have said it, and give evidence from their testimony to justify your answer:


a) Policemen can be trusted


Who might have said this?..........................................................................................................

Evidence......................................................................................................................................

b) People who stand too close are usually up to no good

Who might have said this?..........................................................................................................

Evidence......................................................................................................................................
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Skill 4:  
Evaluating thE crEdibility of SourcES
this aspect of  the course involves some evaluation, and is a critical thinking skill that is also developed further at aS. 


When there is a controversial matter being discussed (e.g. whether euthanasia should be legalised), or when there is debate over what actually 
happened in a particular situation (e.g. a crime) we are likely to find accounts that differ and conflict. in these situations it is difficult to know which 
view to accept. ‘Eeny meeny miny mo’ is not a very academic way of approaching this, and neither is ‘going with your gut feeling’ , so we need a way 
of reaching a clear and informed decision about the quality of a source. using credibility criteria to assess individual sources is a key part of this, as 
well as being able to take into account the context of a dispute and the ways in which this might influence differing perspectives. 


by teaching and assessing this skill, the aims and objectives are as follows:


        Evaluating crEdibility


     teachers should aim to:
  Explain the criteria for assessing   
 credibility (bias, vested interest, 
reputation, relevant expertise,  
ability to see).
 give students practice and 
  guidance in using this criteria 
   to assess a variety of sources 
    (documents, witnesses, images).


          StudEntS Should 
                bE ablE to:


Spot which of the criteria (bias, 
vested interest, reputation, relevant 
expertise, ability to see) is being 
used when presented with a 
credibility assessment.
use the above criteria to make 
judgments about how credible a 
source is. 


compare the credibility of two 
sources and give reasons why  


   one is better than the other.
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             rEcogniSing factorS that  
       influEncE thE uSE of EvidEncE


      teachers should aim to:
   Explain that the way evidence is  
 selected, presented and interpreted 
can be influenced by various factors 
that affect the way we think as 
 individuals.
  Expose students to a range of 
    evidence in the context of arguments 
        and encourage discussion and  
                practice in identifying 
                         influencing factors.


  StudEntS Should 
    bE ablE to:


Make connections between  
information you are given about a 
person/document/image and the 
evidence they give (or the way they 
have interpreted evidence). 
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Most people are not so naive that they accept that everything very person says is 100% accurate. 
this doesn’t mean, however, that we should doubt everything that someone says, or that 
everybody lies. We generally accept that there are influences on a person, or source, that might 
cause us to question what he, she or it says.  


consider the following advertising campaigns:


Evaluating crEdibility and rEcogniSing factorS 
that influEncE thE uSE of EvidEncE


The Ultimate 
Driving Machine


Whilst we might be influenced by these advertisements, we read them with a healthy dose of 
scepticism, because we know that the advertisers want our money. 


the following advertisement ran in 1946, and it shows how important it is to question claims 
that people make:


We now know, of course, that cigarettes are dangerous to our health, but the lack of medical 
knowledge about this in 1946 led to this type of campaign. this advert for camel cigarettes 
is, of course, keen to make money, but it uses the expert status of doctors to make it sound 
as though they are the most healthy brand! the point here is that we need to see this in its 
historical and cultural context when we ask whether we should trust it.
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Credibility is the term used when we question how far we should trust something or someone. 
for example, if i told you that i had seen a ufo last night you might think that i was either lying or 
mistaken. 


task: Make a list of all the questions you might want to ask me before deciding whether or not 
you believe that i actually saw a ufo last night.


We’ll come back to this shortly.


When we want to judge the credibility of a source we need to use certain criteria (factors to 
consider). one useful way of remembering these criteria is the mnemonic ravEn:


Reputation


Ability to see


Vested interest


Expertise


Neutrality/bias


What is the track record or status of this 
source like?


example: PC Simpson has an excellent track 
record for being organised with his paperwork, 
so we should believe him when he says he filed 
that report.


to what extent could this source see/
access the information?


example: Mrs Johnson’s witness report is not 
very reliable, because the getaway car was 
going much too fast for her to have been able 
to make out the driver’s face.


example: The defendant’s story should not be 
trusted – of course he’s going to say he didn’t 
do it as he wants to avoid going to prison. 


does this source have anything to gain 
from the outcome?


does this person have the skills/training/
experience in this area?


example: The prosecution called Dr Jones 
as an expert witness and he testified that the 
defendant has a mental illness that made him 
do it, but his testimony shouldn’t be accepted 
because he is a podiatrist, not a psychologist!


is the source neutral or do they have 
a personal view that might affect their 
judgement?


example: Her story about seeing that UFO last 
night should not be taken seriously – she has 
spent her whole life trying to prove that UFOs 
exist and she just saw what she wanted to see. 


4.01 rAVeN explained.ppt


the following support materials can be found within the 
Skill 4 pdf portfolio.
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your questions in the last task about me seeing a ufo might include some of these:


•	 Were	you	drunk?


•	 Were	you	wearing	your	glasses?


•	 Are	you	a	UFO	enthusiast?


•	 Are	you	a	bit	short	of	money/have	you	tried	to	sell	your	story	to	the	newspapers?


•	 Did	anyone	else	see	it?


•	 How	far	away	was	it?


•	 Was	it	dark?


•	 Have	you	ever	claimed	something	like	this	before?


•	 What	job	do	you	do?


task: label these, and your own, questions using ravEn, based on which credibility 
criterion they match up with. for example, ‘were	you	drunk?’ is linked to Ability to see – 
if someone claims to have seen something when under the influence of alcohol, their 
judgment might have been impaired and they might, therefore, be less credible.


4.02 Credibility introduction printable worksheet.doc


Some important tips to bear in mind when you are assessing credibility:


•	 Don’t	confuse	bias	with	vested	interest	–	they	are	different	things!	


•	 Only	use	‘reputation’	when	you	know	something	about	a	person’s	history	or	status!


•	 Don’t	forget	to	consider	strengths	in	credibility	as	well	as	weaknesses!


•	 Make	sure	you	can	give	reasons/evidence	to	back	up	your	point!


•	 When	you	are	comparing	the	credibility	of	two	sources,	make	sure	you	refer	to	both	
sources in your explanation. 


4.03 recap rAVeN printable worksheet.doc


the following exercises will give you some practice in applying the credibility criteria, as well 
as getting you thinking about corroboration and conflict. 


4.04 Credibility exercise printable worksheet.doc


4.05 Corroboration and conflict exercise printable worksheet.doc


4.06 Who Killed reverend Finch.ppt


the following support materials can be found within the  
Skill 4 pdf portfolio.
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it is important to be aware of the context of a dispute and the effect that this can have on 
the way evidence is presented as well as the effect it can have on how we might interpret 
a situation. for example, since the 9/11 attacks in america in 2001 and subsequent terror 
attacks in the news, an unattended backpack on a train might be seen very differently by 
passengers. other factors to take into account when looking at sources might include:


•	 The	political	situation	at	the	time	e.g.	war,	election	time.


•	 The	economic	situation	e.g.	businesses	closing	down,	unemployment	rising.


•	 The	cultural	situation	e.g.	is	there	any	racism	or	bigotry	in	society,	is	one	particular	religion	
dominant?


an excellent way of putting your credibility assessment skills into practice is through a group 
project on something that has conflicting views about what happened. this would involve 
researching the different sources of information and assessing their credibility using ravEn, 
looking for points on which there is agreement and conflict, and thinking about the context 
of the dispute before reaching a judgement.  for example, there are some good resources on 
the bbc website about the tragic killing of Jean charles de Menezes in 2005:


bbc Jean charles de Menezes


©2011 bbc


this could then be made into a class presentation 
that everyone could learn from.


there are many other well known conspiracy 
theories, murder cases, scandals and mysteries 
that would work just as well for this sort of project. 
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Thinking and Reasoning Skills



Corroboration and Conflicting views

You are required to examine documents and find examples of corroboration, where one witness’s evidence supports that of another. This is usually thought to increase the credibility of evidence, though, of course, both witnesses might have reasons for telling the same false story.


You will also need to identify examples of conflicting evidence, where claims by different witnesses contradict each other.


Simon Cambers, aged 16


On the day of the accident I was returning to school after having my lunch at home. It was my English GCSE exam that afternoon. I started to cross the road directly opposite the school when a motorcycle suddenly hit me. It must have been coming far too fast because I did not see it coming. The motorcyclist should have been able to avoid me if he’d been driving carefully near the school. After I got up from the road, I was in a lot of pain. The motorcyclist had stopped and so had a woman motorist. She helped to keep me calm while the motorcyclist went across to school to report the accident. An ambulance took me to casualty where they found I had a broken wrist. Obviously I wasn’t able to sit my English exam and my family wants to sue the motorcyclist for dangerous driving.

Motorcyclist, male, aged 40


School Lane is a route I travel every day so I am well aware that there are often students crossing the road and I drive carefully as a result. I was driving along on the day in question and am sure I was under the speed limit of 30mph on that stretch of road. As I neared the school, a boy suddenly walked right into the road straight in front of me without any warning. I couldn’t possibly have stopped or swerved. Of course, the bike hit him even though I slammed on the brakes. I did all I could by sending for help immediately.


Police interview with female motorist, aged 42


Police officer: I’m calling about the traffic accident outside Eastdown School last week. A young man was knocked over. I believe you left your name at the school as a witness.

Motorist: 
Yes, I was driving behind the motorcyclist, so I saw the accident.

Police officer: 
What exactly happened?

Motorist: 
The schoolboy stepped into the road without looking. It wasn’t the motorcyclist’s fault at all.


Police officer: 
How fast do you think the motorcyclist was driving?

Motorist: 
Not very fast at all.

Police officer: 
Can you estimate how fast?


Motorist: 
Well, only about 35mph, I should think.

Police officer: 
What happened then?

Motorist: 
I stopped as quickly as possible and went to help the boy. I sat him down and loosened his tie in case he felt faint, though he didn’t seem to be injured. Then a teacher came across from the school so I gave her my name and left.


Police officer: 
What were the weather conditions like at the time?

Motorist: 
It was fine weather, I think.


Peter Norman, aged 12


I am in year 7 at Eastdown School. I know Simon slightly because he is a prefect. I was standing outside school waiting for a friend when I saw Simon begin to cross the road. He had his head down and was hurrying because it was drizzling a bit so he didn’t look in both directions. The motorcyclist was coming along quite slowly, so I was shocked that he didn’t hear it, but he was probably listening to his MP3 player. The bike hit him and knocked him over into the road. A woman stopped to help him and I ran into school to tell the teachers.

Task

1. List three examples of claims that are corroborated in the witness statements above, giving the name of each witness. 


2. List three examples of conflicting claims and give the name of each witness.


3. Use the RAVEN credibility criteria to assess the credibility of each of the four witnesses.


4. Based on your answers to the previous three questions, who do you think was most at fault for the accident?
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